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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we explore the design of novel devices and circuits employing correlated
materials. Correlated material can behave as a metal or an insulator depending on applied
voltage and temperature. Connecting these materials to the source of a standard transistor results in a
hyperfet, for which the subthreshold swing can be lower than the 60 mV/decade limit that standard
transistors exhibit. Four material parameters control the behavior of a correlated material: ρi, ρm,

JcIMT, and JcMIT. These parameters are the resistivities and critical current densities that dictate
the correlated material's phase transitions. The resistivity for the insulator phase is ρi, and the
resistivity for the metallic state is ρm. Also, the critical current density during the insulator-tometal transition (IMT) is JcIMT, and the critical current density during the metal-to-insulator
transition (MIT) is JcMIT. It is important to understand the relationship between these material
parameters and hyperfet behavior to be capable of optimally designing the device.
Use of correlated materials for flip-flop design is also investigated. A traditional flip-flop
utilizes master and slave latches to read data from its input and pass it to its output on a clock
pulse edge. This master-slave configuration is necessary to implement an edge-triggered flipflop because latches are level sensitive components. As an alternative to using master and slave
latches, a switch based on correlated materials triggering at the clock edge is designed to
implement an edge-triggered flip-flop with a single latch. Using correlated material-based edgetriggered switches, a new flip-flop can be implemented with a drastic reduction in the area of the
flip-flop.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Importance of Steep Switching Technologies
Technology scaling has had a major impact on the electronics industry throughout the
past few decades. As the transistor dimensions continue to be scaled, numerous problems are
predicted to occur, such as a prohibitive increase in short channel effects 1. The advantages of
scaling transistor dimensions will eventually diminish because of standard transistor limitations,
such as the 60mV/decade limit for sub-threshold swing (at room temperature).

Therefore,

alternative technologies capable of surmounting these limitations must be investigated, so that
better switches can be created. In addition, the impacts of steep switching devices on circuit
operation must be further investigated to understand their overall effectiveness.
Many steep switching technologies, which are expected to beat the 60 mV/dec subthreshold swing limit, are currently being explored, including tunnel FETs and ferroelectrics. In
this thesis, steep switching technologies based on the use of correlated materials are explored.
These materials are inorganic compounds that have some interesting material characteristics,
enabling them to have great potential in the electronics industry. Mainly, they are phasetransition materials that can exist in different states under certain conditions 2. When exposed to
varying temperatures or voltages, correlated materials can exist either as an insulator or as a
metal 3.

In the case of correlated materials with electrically-driven phase transitions like

vanadium dioxide, there are two voltage transition points where the material changes states. This
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behavior can be seen in figure 1.1, which shows the current versus voltage plot for a correlated
material 4.

Figure 1.1: Current versus Voltage Plot for Correlated Material

From this plot, the correlated material is initially in its insulator state at zero volts. As the
voltage across it is increased, the correlated material will remain in its insulator state until the
voltage reaches a critical value that will cause the correlated material to transition from its
insulator state to its metallic state (VcIMT). The correlated material will then transition to its
metallic state (IMT) as the voltage across it continues to increase toward Vdd. Once the voltage
across the correlated material begins to decrease, the correlated material will remain in its
metallic state until the voltage falls below a different critical value needed for a metallic state-toinsulator state transition (VcMIT). Consequently, the correlated material will return back to the
insulator state (MIT) 5. Alternatively, it is convenient to consider the critical voltages that trigger
phase transitions as critical currents (IcIMT and IcMIT). With the unusual behavior of correlated
materials, it is possible to create numerous devices with functionalities that have the potential to
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be better than their standard device counterparts.

In this thesis, hyperfets and correlated

material-based edge-triggered switches are two devices that will be focused on.
A hyperfet is an interesting device that is created when a correlated material is connected
to the source of a standard transistor 6. This device is capable of achieving a higher ratio of ON
current to OFF current (Ion/Ioff) compared to a standard transistor because the correlated material
acts like an insulator when the hyperfet is off and as a metal when it is on. The correlated
material enables the hyperfet to achieve a higher current gain by reducing the device's OFF
current compared to a standard transistor, while allowing it to maintain the same ON current as
the standard transistor. Although the correlated material allows the hyperfet to achieve a higher
current gain, it introduces an undesired hysteresis that can potentially cause performance issues
at the circuit level.
Additionally, correlated material's abrupt transitions make it a good candidate for use in
flip-flop design. Standard flip-flops rely on a master-slave configuration of latches to read data
at their inputs, pass it to their outputs during a clock edge, and hold it there otherwise. Latches
are level sensitive devices and require this master-slave configuration to enable the device to be
triggered by a rising or falling clock edge. Correlated materials are utilized to create an edgetriggered switch, which is naturally triggered by a rising clock edge. These switches come in
both ‘high logic input’ and ‘low logic input’ configurations and can pass high and low logic
inputs to their outputs on a rising clock edge respectively. The correlated material-based edgetriggered switch configurations can be combined and integrated into the "master" section of a
standard flip-flop topology to create a proposed flip-flop that is naturally triggered by the rising
edge of a clock and therefore, the need for a slave stage is eliminated. As a result, the proposed
flip-flop will be smaller in area compared to the standard flip-flop.
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1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into three main chapters, a conclusion, and two appendices.
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the hyperfet and performs a material space exploration to
develop an understanding of the relationships between correlated material parameters, gain in Ion,
and hysteresis. Chapter 3 details the performance of a standard-flip flop, outlines the process for
creating the proposed flip-flop, and explores the functionality behind the correlated materialbased edge-triggered switch. Chapter 4 discusses the proposed flip-flop design, verifies its
functionality, and compares its performance to a standard flip-flop. The conclusion summarizes
the main points of the thesis and outlines future work that will be performed on the proposed
flip-flop. Appendix A provides supplemental pictures to further support information found
throughout the main chapters of the thesis. Appendix B provides code snippets of the HSPICE
codes that were used in the analyses found throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Material Space Exploration of Correlated Materials

2.1 Introduction to the Hyperfet and Correlated Material Properties
The unusual properties of correlated materials can be exploited to create a device called a
hyperfet by connecting the correlated material to the source region of a standard transistor. The
material is specifically connected to the transistor's source because our previous analyses have
shown that hyperfets perform more effectively when the material is connected to the source than
when it is connected to the drain. An example of a NMOS hyperfet, a PMOS hyperfet, and an
inverter composed of hyperfets are shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Hyperfets from Left to Right - NMOS Hyperfet, PMOS Hyperfet, and Inverter Composed of Hyperfets

In order to demonstrate a correlated material's behavior, let there be a hyperfet with its
connected correlated material being in the insulator phase and its gate connected to a voltage
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source. Throughout the insulator phase, the hyperfet behaves as a standard transistor with a very
large resistor connected to its source from the correlated material. This resistance at the source
reduces the leakage or OFF current through the transistor when the device is off compared to a
standard transistor with no correlated material connected to it. As the voltage applied to the
hyperfet's gate is increased, it will arrive at a certain voltage that will cause the correlated
material to change from its insulator phase to its metallic phase. This transition point is better
known as the insulator to metal transition point (IMT). During the metallic phase, the correlated
material resembles a metal wire and enables the hyperfet to behave like a standard transistor with
minimal changes occurring to the device's ON current.
After the correlated material has fully transitioned into its metallic phase, it will remain in
this condition until the applied voltage decreases and reaches the correlated material's other
transition point.

At this other transition point, the correlated material will make another

transition out of its metallic phase back into its insulator phase. It is known as the metal to
insulator transition point (MIT) 7. Essentially, this process enables the hyperfet to have a lower
OFF current with a similar ON current as a standard transistor, allowing it to have a higher ratio
of ON current and OFF current. Even though it is advantageous for hyperfets to have a higher
current gain (Ion/Ioff ratio), there are some underlying disadvantages associated with these
devices.
Correlated material's phase transition process may seem straightforward, but it is very
important to remember that the MIT and IMT do not occur at the same voltage. The IMT
voltage is higher than the MIT voltage, which creates a hysteresis.

This hysteresis is an

interesting side effect of correlated material's properties that can negatively impact device
performance and must be further explored. The ID versus VGS plot for a hyperfet can be found
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below in figure 2.2 and illustrates correlated material's phase changes, along with its hysteresis.
This ID versus VGS plot consists of a forward sweep curve in red (FS) and a reverse sweep curve
in green (RS). The red forward sweep represents the hyperfet's ID versus VGS characteristics as
its gate voltage is swept from ground to Vdd. The green reverse sweep represents the hyperfet's
ID versus VGS characteristics as its gate voltage is swept from Vdd to ground.

Figure 2.2: ID versus VGS Plot for Hyperfet with nominal Correlated Material Properties

Overall, hyperfets' higher current gains make correlated material-based transistors an
attractive technology because it allows them to have steeper switching characteristics. State of
the art transistors today are limited to a sub-threshold swing (SS) of approximately 60
mV/decade (at room temperature). With the help of correlated material's ability to change
phases based on applied voltages, it is able to get a steeper sub-threshold slope and overcome
this limitation that current technologies are facing today. Despite these promising attributes,
there are numerous aspects of the material that must be further investigated to fully understand
its effectiveness.
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2.2 Importance of Correlated Material Parameter Benchmarking
The benefits of correlated materials can be maximized through the proper choice of
material properties. Correlated materials have their intrinsic behaviors dictated by four different
materials properties: resistivity in the insulator phase (ρi), resistivity in the metallic phase (ρm),
critical current density at the insulator phase to metallic phase transition (JcIMT), and critical
current density at the metallic phase to insulator phase transition (JcMIT).

These four material

parameters are important because they control each correlated material's gain and hysteresis,
which impact circuit performance when correlated materials are integrated into devices. As a
result, it is vital to understand the relationships between gain, hysteresis, and each material
parameter.
In order for devices that utilize correlated materials to be designed optimally, there is a
great need for a material space exploration of correlated materials.

Through a thorough

understanding of these relationships, multiple sets of material parameters can be obtained that
will provide optimal combinations of gain and hysteresis for application in various devices.
Once the values for the material parameters are obtained, they can be matched with a preexisting correlated material that exhibits these properties. The material space exploration will be
completed with HSPICE circuit simulations and MATLAB for post processing the data. Before
the material exploration can begin, sweep limits must first be imposed for the material
parameters in HSPICE for numerous reasons.
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2.3 Necessity of Material Parameter Sweep Limits
When performing material parameter sweeps in HSPICE, it is important to ensure that
none of the material parameter values throughout the sweep interval cause the hysteresis to
behave in an unrealistic manner. Figure 2.3 shows the ID versus VGS plot for a hyperfet with
nominal material parameter values. As each material parameter is swept, the gate voltage needed
for the IMT or MIT will change in value and shift the hysteresis window on the plot. If material
parameter change is too drastic, it can potentially cause three unrealistic/undesired scenarios
involving the hysteresis window. The following three scenarios must be avoided by imposing
sweep limits. These scenarios include the IMT side of the hysteresis window exceeding Vdd, the
MIT side of the hysteresis window falling below ground, and the IMT and MIT sides of the
hysteresis window switching places with one another (which either leads to oscillations in the
correlated materials or may be unrealistic from the perspective of the physics governing the
material properties).

Figure 2.3: ID versus VGS Plot of Hyperfet with Nominal Material Parameter Values
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The IMT part of the hysteresis window is controlled by ρi and JcIMT. When these
parameters increase in value, it requires a larger gate voltage for the IMT to occur. Any increase
in these parameters' values will progressively shift the IMT part of the hysteresis window to the
right on the ID versus VGS plot. Eventually, if no sweep limits are imposed on these material
parameter values, the right part of the hysteresis window will exceed Vdd. For these parameters,
the hyperfet will not function correctly; hence, these parameters must be avoided through sweep
restrictions. The ID versus VGS plot in figure 2.4 illustrates ρi at its maximum value, where the
IMT is extremely close to exceeding Vdd (0.3 V).

Figure 2.4: ID versus VGS Plot of ρi at its max value, where the hysteresis window is about to exceed Vdd (0.3V).

Similarly, ρm and JcMIT influence the MIT part of the hysteresis window. As each
parameter decreases, a smaller gate voltage is needed for the MIT. The MIT part of the
hysteresis window will continuously shift to the left on the ID versus VGS plot as ρm and JcMIT
decrease. The left part of the hysteresis window will fall below ground if the ρm and JcMIT are not
limited, which will lead to the loss of the hyperfet’s functionality. This will again yield
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inaccurate results when gain and hysteresis are calculated, and demonstrates the need to restrict
the values of ρm and JcMIT to prevent this from happening. The ID versus VGS plot in figure 2.5
shows ρm at its minimum value, where the MIT is about to fall below ground (0V).

Figure 2.5: ID versus VGS Plot of ρm being at its min value, where the hysteresis window is close to ground (0V).

Third, each parameter's influence over the MIT and IMT can cause the transition points
to overlap, where the IMT would occur before the MIT. It will happen when ρm and JcMIT
become too large or when ρi and JcIMT become too small. This is unrealistic and will lead to
inaccurate results when calculating gain and hysteresis as well. Consequently, restrictions must
be put in placed on each material parameter's values avoid this scenario. Figure 2.6 shows the ID
versus VGS plot for ρm at its maximum value, where the MIT and IMT are very close to one
another and on the verge of swapping places.

[Figure 2.6 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 2.6: ID versus VGS Plot of ρm at its max value, where the IMT and MIT points are close to each other.

Collectively, these three restrictions have been placed on each material parameter for the
gain and hysteresis plots in the subsequent sections of this chapter. The entire collection of plots
depicting these sweep restrictions can be found in appendix A. Table 2.1 below illustrates the
sweep restrictions placed on each material parameter with respect to the nominal correlated
material value.
Table 2.1: Material Parameter Sweep Limits

Parameter

Nominal Value

Max Value

Min Value

ρm (Ohms-m)

1e-5

1536*nominal

8.6e-9*nominal

ρi (Ohms-m)

1

2.835*nominal

0.78*nominal

JcIMT (A/m²)

4*1.3e6

2.75*nominal

0.83*nominal

JcMIT (A/m²)

10*8e6

2.2*nominal

0.39*nominal
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2.4 Individual Sweeping Effects of Resistivity and Current Density on Gain
Next, the relationship between resistivity, current density, and gain will be explored
through the sweeping each material parameter individually in HSPICE, where the parameters not
being swept are set to their nominal values. In order to calculate the gain in Ion, an iso-Ioff
condition must be met between the standard transistor and the hyperfet, so their ID versus VGS
curves have the same OFF current for comparison purposes. This is accomplished by tuning the
hyperfet's threshold voltage until it has the same OFF current as the standard transistor. Once the
iso-Ioff condition is met, the material parameter sweeps can be conducted.
The material parameter sweep ranges consist of the values found above in section 2.2 of
this chapter and considered the iso-Ioff condition when being calculated. As each material
parameter is swept, the ON currents for the hyperfet and standard transistor are found for each
material parameter value. They are then used to calculate gain in Ion with equation 2.1, which
can be found below. The gain in Ion is an effective measurement because it shows by what
percentage a hyperfet outperforms or underperforms a standard transistor in terms of gain as each
material parameter is swept.

(2.1)
The relationship between gain in Ion and ρi is nearly linear as shown in Figure 2.7. As ρi
increases, the gain in Ion linearly increases. This occurs because a correlated material is in the
insulator state whenever a transistor is off. Essentially, it acts like a large resistor that reduces
the device's OFF current. The gain in Ion will continue to increase as the as the OFF current
decreases. Resultantly, the larger the resistance in the insulator state or ρi, the less OFF current,
and the higher the gain in Ion.
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Figure 2.7: Gain in Ion versus ρi

The gain in Ion decreases as ρm increases in figure 2.8. When a hyperfet turns on, the
correlated material will transition from the insulator phase to the metallic phase. Although the
correlated material is in its metallic state at this point, it still has a finite resistance that will
decrease the device's ON current. Ideally, the lower the resistance of the correlated material in
the metallic state or ρm, the higher the ON current for the hyperfet, and the higher the gain in Ion.

[Figure 2.8 can be found on the next page]
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Figure 2.8: Gain in Ion versus ρm

The effects of JcIMT and JcMIT on gain in Ion can be seen in figures 2.9 and 2.10
respectively. Both plots are very similar to one another with the gain in Ion being constant as
each material parameter is being swept. Even though the gain in Ion in both cases shows
improvement over a standard transistor, these benefits are from the nominal values of ρi and ρm.
The current densities have no influence on hyperfet gain because they do not affect the device's
on or OFF currents. It will later be shown that JcIMT and JcMIT play a larger role in hysteresis.
Additionally, double parameter sweep plots of gain versus ρi versus JcMIT and gain versus ρi
versus JcIMT can be found in appendix A, which reaffirm some of the trends found in this section

[Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 can be found on the next page]
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Figure 2.9: Gain in Ion versus JcIMT

Figure 2.10: Gain in Ion versus JcMIT
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2.5 Individual Sweeping Effects of Resistivity and Current Density on Hysteresis
With a better understanding of each material parameter's effects on gain in Ion, it is
important to understand the way each of them influence hysteresis. Hysteresis is an unwanted
side effect of correlated materials that may cause problems at the device level when correlated
materials are integrated into circuits. It is desired in most cases to choose material parameters to
minimize hysteresis, while maximizing gain in Ion. Before this final step can be completed, the
relationship between each material parameter and hysteresis must be determined.
Again using HSPICE, two DC sweeps had to be performed to replicate the forward and
reverse sweeps of the hyperfet's ID versus VGS plot. The gate voltage at which the correlated
material transitions to a different state was then calculated as the material parameters and gate
voltages were swept. This was done through the use of find-when statements in HSPICE after
each double sweep and yielded VcIMT (smallest gate voltage to cause an IMT) and VcMIT (largest
gate voltage to cause a MIT). VcMIT was then subtracted from VcIMT to calculate the hysteresis as
each material parameter changed.
The relationship between hysteresis and ρi can be seen in figure 2.11. Hysteresis linearly
increases as ρi increases. This occurs because ρi is proportional to VcIMT due to Ohm's Law. As
a result, VcIMT will increase when ρi increases, while VcMIT remains a constant value. VcIMT is
always larger than VcMIT, so the hysteresis will increase when ρi increases because VcIMT will
increase.
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Figure 2.11: Hysteresis versus ρi

Figure 2.12 depicts the way ρm influences hysteresis as it changes in value. Hysteresis
linearly decreases as ρm increases. Also, ρm is proportional to VcMIT because of Ohm's law,
causing VcMIT to increase when ρm increases. Although this is similar to the relationship between
ρi and JcIMT, the reason hysteresis will decrease as ρm increases is because JcMIT is always less
than JcIMT. This means that hysteresis will be largest when ρm and VcMIT are at their smallest
values, and it will be at its smallest when ρm and VcMIT are at their largest values.

[Figure 2.12 is found on the next page.]
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Figure 2.12: Hysteresis versus ρm

JcIMT and JcMIT share similar relationships to hysteresis compared to ρi and ρm. Ohm's law
dictates that JcIMT is proportional to VcIMT, and JcMIT is proportional to VcMIT. Consequently,
VcIMT is always larger than VcMIT, so any increase in JcIMT will result in an increase in hysteresis.
VcMIT is always smaller than VcIMT, so any increase in ρm will cause a decrease in hysteresis.
This behavior for JcIMT and JcMIT can be seen in figures 2.13 and 2.14 respectively.

[Figures 2.13 and 2.14 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 2.13: Hysteresis versus JcIMT

Figure 2.14: Hysteresis versus JcMIT
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2.6 Finding the Optimal Combination of Material Values Based on Gain and Hysteresis
An optimal combination of material parameters cannot be directly obtained from this
material space exploration, but some insights can be found based on these trends to maximize the
gain in Ion and minimize hysteresis. Both gain in Ion and hysteresis increase linearly as ρi
increases from the plots above. An intermediate value of ρi would be preferable to achieve a
high gain in Ion without creating too large of a hysteresis. For ρm, gain in Ion decreases and
hysteresis decreases linearly as it increases. An intermediate value is the best option for ρm as
well because it will allow the gain to be high, while keeping the hysteresis from becoming overly
large. As for the current densities, JcIMT and JcMIT have no effect on gain in Ion, so the primary
focus is to choose values that will minimize hysteresis. Hysteresis increases as JcIMT increases,
while it decreases as JcMIT increases. Therefore, JcIMT should be set at its minimum value and
JcMIT should be set at its maximum value from each of their respective sweep ranges (considering
the minimization of hysteresis), while making sure that the IMT and MIT do not overlap. By
choosing material parameter values based on these trends, it will enable devices utilizing
correlated materials to operate with greater effectiveness and efficiency. It may be mentioned
that a very large value of JcMIT and VcMIT leads to an undesirable ‘dead zone’ in the output
characteristics of hyperfets (a region in which current increase with drain voltage is extremely
small), which results in an incomplete voltage swing in CMOS circuits. The exploration of this
effect is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it must be kept in mind while optimizing the
material parameters.
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Chapter 3
Introduction to the Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch

3.1 Basic Behavior of a Standard Flip-Flop
A flip-flop is an edge-triggered register, whose purpose is to read input data on the rising
or falling edge of a clock and transfer it to the output. Otherwise, the device is supposed to hold
the previous data at the output until the next rising edge of a clock pulse. Based on a flip-flop's
design, it can read data at its input on the rising edge of the clock signal (positive edge-triggered)
or on the falling edge of the clock signal (negative edge-triggered). Flip-flops referenced in this
thesis will be exclusively positive edge-triggered; although the same concepts can be extended
for negative edge-triggered flip-flops as well. Traditionally, a positive edge-triggered flip-flop is
created using a master-slave configuration, where a negative latch is the "master" and a positive
latch is the "slave". A diagram of this setup can be seen below in figure 3.1 at the transistor
level.

Figure 3.1: Traditional Flip-flop Design at the Transistor Level
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When a clock signal (CLK) is low, the negative latch's output (QM) will be transparent to
its input (D), while the positive latch is holding its previous input at its output (Q). When the
clock transitions from low to high, the negative latch will hold the value from D that was present
during the clock transition at QM. The positive latch's output is now transparent to its input
(QM), which has the value from D at the rising clock edge held on it by the negative latch.
Therefore, the value at Q becomes what value is present at QM, which happens to be the value
input into the flip-flop at the rising edge of the clock. This sequence ultimately enables the flipflop to be an edge-triggered device through the use of level sensitive circuits, such as latches, to
read data, transfer data to the output, and hold the data at the output 8.
A traditional positive edge-triggered flip-flop was created in HSPICE and had its
performance verified, so it could be used for comparison purposes later on. The waveforms
verifying its operation can be seen in figure 3.2, while the device's HSPICE code snippet can be
found in Appendix B. In this circuit's case, there are two clocks periods during each of the
input's periods. With the flip-flop's input alternating between zero and one on rising clock signal
edges, the HSPICE model was validated because the device's outputs changed with the input.

[Figure 3.2 can be found on the next page]
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Figure 3.2: Performance Verification of Standard Flip-Flop Built in HSPICE

Although a traditional flip-flop takes advantage of a master-slave configuration to
produce an edge-triggered device, it is possible to create a new flip-flop with correlated materials
that uses half of the circuitry. As a result, the proposed design would save a lot of chip area and
provide numerous other advantages, while ideally maintaining a similar level of performance
compared to the standard flip-flop. This will be accomplished through the use of correlated
material-based edge-triggered switches that takes advantage of correlated materials in their
designs. The functionality of this device will be explored in greater detail in the next section.

3.2 Importance of the Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch
In a standard flip-flop, a master-slave configuration is used because latches are level
sensitive devices and need to be cascaded to implement an edge-triggered effect. Instead of
implementing this effect with two latches, correlated material-based edge-triggered switches can
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be used because they can be designed to be inherently edge-triggered devices (as we will discuss
in this section). A correlated material-based edge-triggered switch has a gate, drain, and source
connected by a correlated material, a resistor, and two capacitors. The devices has multiple
configurations based on whether the input is high or low logic, whose schematics are shown in
figures 3.3 and 3.4. The low logic input configuration is meant to pass low logic present at its
input (S node) to its output (D node). The high logic input configuration is meant to pass high
logic present at its input (S node) to its output (D node).

Figure 3.3: Schematic of Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch for Low Logic Input Configuration

Figure 3.4: Schematic of Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch for High Logic Input Configuration

Together, these correlated material-based edge-triggered switch configurations can be
combined and be used to build a better flip-flop. Their edge-triggered ability will enable the
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traditional flip-flop design to be significantly simplified. The proposed flip-flop design will be
discussed in greater detail in chapter 4. Although the correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch is inherently edge-triggered, it is essential that the correct values are chosen for the
different components that form the device to ensure it functions properly.

3.3 Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch: Theory of Operation
For the logic low configuration, a capacitor is connected between the gate and the D_
node, a resistor and capacitor are connected between the drain and the D_ node, and the
correlated material is connected between the D_ node and the source. The clock is connected to
the gate, the input (ground for logic low in this case) is connected at the source, and the D node
acts as the switch's output. The D node that is between the resistor and capacitor at the drain is
pre-charged to Vdd, causing a small current to flow from the drain to the source through the
correlated material that is in the insulator phase. Although current is flowing through the
correlated material, the device is so designed that it is not large enough to initiate a phase change
to the metallic phase on its own. This is where the clock pulse comes into play by providing the
extra current needed for the correlated material's phase transition.
When the clock pulses at the gate, the capacitor connected to it creates a displacement
current (I = C*dV/dt) during the rising edge that flows through the correlated material in addition
to the current from the drain. These combined currents become large enough for the voltage
across the correlated material to equal VcIMT, causing it to transition to its metallic phase.
Shortly after the clock pulse stops, the displacement current from the gate's capacitor stops
flowing as well. The current from the drain continues to flow in an even greater quantity
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because the correlated material is now behaving similarly to a low resistance metal. Eventually,
the voltage from the D node will completely discharge and nearly all of the current will cease to
flow through the correlated material. The node voltages at D_ and D become transparent to the
voltage at the source and assume the same value because there is no current flow through the
switch. Also, the voltage across the correlated material has become equal to or lower than VcMIT,
causing it to transition back to its insulator phase. This transition holds the input from the source
that was present on the rising clock edge at its output at the D node. Overall, this is the basic
operation for the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch configuration needed for a low
logic input that is naturally triggered by the rising edge of a clock pulse.
The correlated material-based edge-triggered switch behavior described above is valid
for a low logic input (ground); however, this configuration is not valid for a high logic input
(Vdd). The configuration needed for a high logic input has a slightly different behavior compared
to its low logic input counterpart, even though they perform similar functions. Again, capacitors
are placed between at the gate between the G and D_ nodes, as well as at the drain between the
D_ and D nodes.

With the source now being driven to Vdd, the correlated material and the

resistor switch places in the configuration. The resistor is now placed between D_ and the
source, and the correlated material is placed between D_ and D. The D node is initially precharged to low logic or ground.
This causes a small amount of current to flow from the source through the correlated
material to the drain, but the current isn't large enough to trigger a phase transition in the
correlated material. Once a clock pulse is applied to the switch's gate, a displacement current
begins to flow through the drain during the pulse's rising edge in addition to the previous current
from the source. These combined currents produce a voltage drop across the correlated material
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that is equal to VcIMT, causing it to transition to its metallic phase. After the clock pulse stops
rising, current will continue to flow through the correlated material from the source to the drain
until the D node is charged to Vdd. When this occurs, current will not flow through the switch
and the voltage across the correlated material will reach VcMIT, causing the correlated material to
transition back to the insulator phase and hold Vdd at the D node. This type of correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch is positive edge-triggered and will work for high logic
inputs. Ultimately, the low logic input and high logic input configurations can be connected
together in parallel to obtain an edge-triggered switch that will work for both high and low logic
inputs.

3.4 Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Properties
In order for a correlated material-based edge-triggered switch to maintain its expected
behavior, proper values must be used for its parts. There are three key component values that
affect correlated material-based edge-triggered switch performance, the gate capacitor's
capacitance, the resistor's resistance, and the clock cycle's ramp rate. Each of these three values
negatively impact the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch's performance if they are
too high or low. Consequently, an understanding of the relationship between the correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch's performance and each value must be developed.
The following exploration was performed using the correlated material-based edgetriggered switch configuration for a low logic input with a constant voltage source applied to the
drain to simulate a pre-charged node.

The correlated material-based edge-triggered switch

component sizes and voltages used for this analysis are large because they are from a previous
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experimental setup. Despite this fact, the properties that will be outlined are still applicable to
the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch as its values are scaled down. Figure 3.5
below shows the behavior of the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch with its
nominal component values and voltages, where the correlated material is turned on by the rising
edge of the clock pulse and being turning off by the falling edge of the clock pulse.

Figure 3.5: Performance of Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Setup with Nominal Component and
Voltage Values

First, the clock signal's ramp rate is important to ensure the correlated material-based
edge-triggered switch's proper operation. The clock's rising edge causes the capacitor at the
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch's gate to create a displacement current that flows
through the correlated material to the source. This displacement current is defined by the
equation I = C*dV/dt, where dV/dt is the ramp rate. As a result, the ramp rate must remain high
enough to produce enough current, so the voltage drop across the correlated material is large
enough to cause it to transition to its metallic phase. If the ramp rate is too low, the correlated
material will constantly remain in the insulator state. The ramp rate does not have a maximum
value because a high ramp rate has no negative effects on correlated material-based edge-
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triggered switch performance. Figure 3.6 shows the negative effects of having a low ramp rate
on the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch, where the correlated material constantly
remains in its insulator state.

Figure 3.6: The Correlated Material is Always in the Insulator Phase because the Ramp Rate is too Low

The gate capacitor's capacitance is important to the correlated material-based edgetriggered switch’s correct operation as well. Similar to the ramp rate, the capacitance controls
the displacement current from the capacitor whenever the clock pulses. As the capacitance
increases, the displacement current through the correlated material to the source increases and
the voltage drop across the correlated material increases (I = C*dV/dt). If the capacitance is too
small, the gate capacitor will not produce enough displacement current during the rising edge of
a clock pulse for the voltage drop across the correlated material to exceed VcIMT. This will force
the correlated material to constantly remain in its insulator phase, preventing the correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch from functioning properly. A low capacitance scenario can
be seen in figure 3.7.
[Figure 3.7 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.7: The Correlated Material is Always in the Insulator Phase because the Capacitance is too Low

Interestingly, a high gate capacitance can cause issues for correlated material-based edgetriggered switch behavior.

With the displacement current equation (I = C*dV/dt), it is

understandable to believe that a high capacitance would behave similarly to a high ramp rate and
be a non-issue, but this is not the case. A high capacitance causes the correlated material to not
remain in the insulator phase after the falling edge of the clock pulse has ended. As the clock
makes a fall transition, the correlated material transitions from the metallic phase to the insulator
phase as expected; however, the correlated material immediately returns to the metallic phase
after the falling edge of the clock pulse ends. This occurs because the reverse displacement
current from the falling clock edge will reduce the voltage across the correlated material until it
transitions to its insulator state. Then as the reverse displacement current continues to flow, it
creates a voltage in the opposite direction across the correlated material that will cause it to
transition back to its metallic state. The correlated material will return to the insulator state once
again after a period of time that progressively increases with increased capacitance because it
will take longer for the voltage across the correlated material to charge and discharge for a large
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RC time constant. If the gate capacitance becomes high enough, the correlated material will
never transition back to the insulator phase after the falling edge of the clock pulse has ended.
An example of a high capacitance causing multiple phase transitions in the correlated material
can be seen in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: The Correlated Material Returns to the Metallic Phase because of a High Gate Capacitance

The resistor's resistance in the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch plays an
important role in its performance. Its primary purpose is shield the D_ node from the voltage
present at the drain, so the D_ node's voltage can be tuned through the use of displacement
current. This tuned voltage at the D_ node is then used to manipulate the correlated material's
phase transitions. If the resistance is too low, a large amount of current will flow from the drain
through the correlated material, and it will create a voltage drop across the correlated material
that is equal to VcIMT. The correlated material will instantaneously transition to its metallic state
and remain there, despite any changes in the clock pulse. The correlated material-based edgetriggered switch behavior associated with a small resistance can be seen in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: The Correlated Material Remains in its Metallic State because the Resistor's Resistance is too Low

Conversely, if the resistor's resistance is too high, it can have negative consequences on
the circuit's functionality.

The high resistance will cause less current to flow through the

correlated material from the drain to the source. During the rising edge of a clock pulse, this will
cause the summation of the currents from the gate capacitance and the drain to be too small to
trigger the correlated material. As a result, the correlated material will constantly remain in its
insulator phase, which is shown in figure 3.10. If the displacement current is large enough to
trigger a transition in the correlated material by itself, a high resistance will instead prevent the
output from charging or discharging in a timely manner.

Figure 3.10: The Correlated Material Remains in its Insulator State because the Resistor's Resistance is too Large
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3.5 Low Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch
With an understanding of the basic operation of the different three terminal
configurations, the design behind each configuration will be now be discussed. The designs for
the low and high logic configurations were created and simulated in HSPICE. Figure 3.11 shows
the final schematic for the low logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch. Its
primary purpose is pass a low logic input from the source to the output regardless of what
previous output is present at the drain. Additionally, table 3.1 shows the circuit parameters that
are essential to its design and functionality.

Figure 3.11: Low Logic Input Schematic with Cross-Coupled Inverters

[Table 3.1 can be found on the next page.]
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Table 3.1: Component Values and Correlated Material Parameters for Low Logic Input Correlated Material-Based
Edge-Triggered Switch

Component Values

Correlated Material (CM) Parameters

Ramp Rate: 0.02 V/ps

CM Dimensions

ρi: 0.8 Ω-m

VcIMT: 1.05 V

Ramp Rate: 1 V over

LR: 20 nm

ρm: 8e-10 Ω-m

VcMIT: 0.01 V

WR: 40 nm

JcIMT: 6.3125e7 A/m²

Insulator Phase

50ps
R1: 1 kΩ

Resistance: 10 MΩ
C1: 0.5 fF

TR: 40 nm

JcMIT: 6.25e13 A/m²

Metallic Phase
Resistance: 0.01 Ω

For the low logic input schematic found in figure 3.11, a pair of cross-coupled inverters
were used to replace the capacitor at the drain node (D) to stabilize the circuit's output through
the use of the inverters' regenerative properties. Although this is a small change from the
original schematic, it brings the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch one step closer
to becoming integrated into a flip-flop design. In addition to the cross-coupled inverters, many
other design choices were made to ensure the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch's
proper operation, such as correlated material parameter values.

For the low logic input

correlated material-based edge-triggered switch, it is a trivial case to pass a low logic input to the
output, when the previous output was already low logic. As a result, this device's design was
based on passing a low logic input to the output, when the previous output was high logic. In
order to verify each edge-triggered correlated material-based switch’s functionality, values were
chosen that were ideally suitable for the switches. With more realistic values, a rigorous device-
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circuit co-design is required, which is beyond the scope of this work. The purpose of this
analysis is to show the switches functionality and understand their trends.
The value for ρi was chosen to create a very high resistance of 10 MΩ for the correlated
material in its insulator phase. In doing so, the high resistance insulator state causes minimal
current to flow to and from the drain node, which causes the D and D_ nodes to be roughly the
same voltage and barely change in value until the correlated material transitions to its metallic
phase. This behavior is beneficial because it allows the correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch's output to remain stable when the clock is not at a rising or falling edge. The nearly
constant voltage at the D and D_ nodes enables VcIMT to consistently be reached during a rising
or falling clock edge as well. The value for ρm was chosen to create a very small metallic phase
resistance of 0.01 Ω for the correlated material. The benefit of having a low resistance metallic
state is that it allows the drain node to discharge or charge very quickly based on the input.
VcIMT was designed to be slightly above Vdd (1 V) for the circuit because the D and D_
nodes remain at roughly Vdd before a rising clock edge and it would require a smaller gate
capacitance to elevate the D_ node voltage to VcIMT. Specifically, 1.05 V was chosen for VcIMT
because it was close to Vdd but large enough that an IMT couldn't be unintentionally triggered by
noise. The VcIMT value also prevented the correlated material from transitioning states on a
falling clock edge for a low logic input (0 V) at the source (S) and a previously high logic output
(Vdd) at the drain. This occurs because the D and D_ nodes will be fully discharged to low logic
after the clock pulse’s rising edge and the displacement current from the gate capacitor will only
be capable of inducing a voltage drop of 0.05 V across the correlated material on the falling
clock edge.
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VcMIT was chosen to be 0.01 V to ensure that the drain node was fully charged or
discharged before the correlated material transitioned back to an insulator. This allowed the
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch to hold an accurate representation of the value
present at its input during the rising clock edge at its output once the correlated material returned
to its insulator state. The combination of 0.5 fF for the gate capacitor and 1 kΩ for the drain
resistor were chosen in conjunction with the ramp rate of 0.02 V/ps because they enabled the
displacement current from the gate capacitor on the rising edge of a clock pulse to induce a
voltage of VcIMT across the correlated material. The resistance and capacitance values were also
kept smaller to reduce the circuit's RC time constant, so it was low enough for the drain node to
charge and discharge quickly. These are the design choices that were made for the low logic
input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch.

Next, its behavior is going to be

examined for every combination of inputs at the source and previous outputs at the drain with
these design choices implemented in the device.
In figure 3.12, low logic is input into the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch,
where the output had previously been high logic. During the clock's rising edge, the voltages at
the D and D_ nodes briefly spike from the gate capacitor's displacement current until they reach
the correlated material's VcIMT of 1.05 V. At this point, the correlated material transitions to its
metallic state and the voltage at the drain rapidly discharges until it reaches VcMIT (0.01 V). The
correlated material then transitions back to the insulator state, holding the low logic input from
the clock's rising edge at its output.

[Figure 3.12 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.12: Low Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge Switch Passing Low Logic Input to Previously High Logic
Output

Intriguingly, figure 3.13 shows the low logic correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch's behavior when it passes a high logic input to an output that was previously low logic.
This behavior is unexpected because the correlated material is being triggered on the clock's
falling edge in order to pass the input to the output. The correlated material is not being
triggered during the clock's rising edge because the gate capacitor's displacement current is
flowing towards the D_ node and increasing the voltage at that location. As a result, increasing
the voltage at the D_ node decreases the voltage across the correlated material because the
source is connected to logic high or Vdd, preventing the correlated material's VcIMT from being
achieved. During the clock's falling edge, the displacement current from the gate's capacitor
flows away from the D_ node, creating a negative voltage of at that location. This occurs until
the voltage across the correlated material equals VcIMT and the correlated material transitions to
its metallic state. The D_ and D nodes now quickly charge up to high logic from the source.
After the nodes have charged enough, the voltage across the correlated material will fall below
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VcMIT and the correlated material will transition back to its insulator state, holding high logic at
the output.

Figure 3.13: Low Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing High Logic Input to Previously
Low Logic Output

Figure 3.14 shows the low logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch
passing a low logic input to the output that was previously low logic. In this case, the voltages at
the source and the D_ nodes are both roughly 0 V. A voltage of around 0.05 V is developed at
the D_ node and across the correlated material when the displacement current flows through the
D_ node. This isn't close to the VcIMT of 1.05 V needed for the correlated material to change
phases. As a result, the correlated material remains in its insulator phase, holding low logic at its
output.

[Figure 3.14 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.14: Low Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing Low Logic Input to Previously
Low Logic Output

A low logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch passing a high logic
input to a previously high logic output is shown in figure 3.15. The voltages at the source and
D_ nodes are high logic or Vdd. When the displacement current flows through the D_ node, it
will increase the voltage there to about 1.05 V but the voltage will still be about 0.05 V across
the correlated materials, since the source is charged to 1 V as well. Therefore, the voltage across
the correlated material will not trigger its IMT and high logic will be held at the output.

[Figure 3.15 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.15: Low Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing High Logic Input to Previously
High Logic Output

3.6 High Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch
A high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch is required alongside
its low logic input counterpart to build a fully functional flip-flop. The schematic for the high
logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch can be seen in figure 3.16 below. It
functions to mainly pass a high logic input to the output when the previous output was low logic.
Consequently, its design was focused on achieving this behavior. Table 3.2 summarizes the
component values and correlated material parameters that allowed this circuit to function
properly.

[Figure 3.16 and Table 3.2 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.16: High Logic Input Schematic with Cross-Coupled Inverters
Table 3.2: Values and Correlated Material Parameters for High Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered
Switch

Component Values

Correlated Material (CM) Parameters

Ramp Rate: 0.02 V/ps

CM Dimensions

ρi: 0.8 Ω-m

VcIMT: 1.05 V

Ramp Rate: 1 V over

LR: 20 nm

ρm: 8e-10 Ω-m

VcMIT: 0.01 V

WR: 40 nm

JcIMT: 6.3125e7 A/m²

Insulator Phase

50ps
R1: 1 kΩ

Resistance: 10 MΩ
C1: 3.5 fF

TR: 40 nm

JcMIT: 6.25e13 A/m²

Metallic Phase
Resistance: 0.01 Ω

The high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch was designed
similarly to the low logic correlated material-based edge-triggered switch.

Its only major

difference from the low input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch is that the
positions of the correlated material and resistor had to be swapped because input is now high
logic. Additionally, its gate capacitance had to be increased from 0.5 fF to 3.5 fF to induce a
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large enough voltage across the correlated material to trigger a phase change. The need to
increase the gate capacitance happens because any displacement current flowing towards node D
creates a very small voltage drop across the cross-coupled inverters. This small increase in
voltage at the D node makes it necessary to increase the gate capacitance to increase the voltage
at the D_ node, so the voltage drop across the correlated material (Voltage at D_ node subtracted
by Voltage at D node) is equal to or greater than VcIMT. As a result, the increased gate
capacitance will enable the correlated material to change phases on the rising edge of a clock
pulse. With the high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch now designed,
it is time to verify its performance.
The high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch is passing a high
logic input to the output, which had been previously low logic in figure 3.17. During the rising
edge of the clock pulse, the gate capacitor produces a displacement current that predominately
flows through the resistor to the source compared to the current that flows through the correlated
material. This increases the voltage at the D_ node until it is large enough that the voltage drop
across the correlated material is equal to VcIMT. At this point, the correlated material transitions
to its metallic phase and current flows from the source to the drain until the D node is fully
charged to Vdd, where the correlated material transitions back to its insulator phase and holds Vdd
at the output. The correlated material doesn't transition again on the falling edge of the clock
pulse because the displacement current flowing away from the D_ node decreases the voltage
there by only 0.05 V to 0.95 V. Thus, the voltage drop across the correlated isn't close to VcIMT
because the D_ node is charged to 0.95 V and the D node is charged to 1 V, causing the
correlated material to stay in its insulator state.
[Figure 3.17 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.17: High Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing High Logic Input to Previously
Low Logic Output

In figure 3.18 below, the high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch
is passing a low logic input to the output that had previously been high logic. The correlated
material doesn't transition states on the rising edge of the clock because the D_ node is at 0 V
and the D node is at 1 V. As a result, the displacement current on the rising edge of the clock
pulse increases the voltage at the D_ node, decreasing the voltage drop across the correlated
material and preventing it from transitioning states. On the falling edge of the clock pulse, the
displacement current flows away from the D_ node and induces a negative voltage of -0.05V
there. This small negative voltage induced at the D_ node is enough to create a voltage drop of
1.05 V (VcIMT) across the correlated material to cause it to change to its metallic state. While the
correlated material is in its metallic state, the drain node discharges current to the source until the
voltage drop across the correlated material is 0.01 V (VcMIT). Then, the correlated material
transitions back to its insulator state, holding low logic at the output.
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Figure 3.18: High Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing Low Logic Input to Previously
High Logic Output

Figure 3.19 shows the high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch
passing a high logic input to a previously high logic output. During the rising and falling edges
of the clock pulse, the D_ nodes will either rise to 1.05 V or fall to 0.95 V. With the D node
being charged to 1 V, there will never be a voltage drop across the correlated material that will
be large enough to cause it to transition to its metallic state. As a result, high logic will continue
to be held at the output.

[Figure 3.19 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 3.19: High Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing High Logic Input to Previously
High Logic Output

The high logic correlated material-based edge-triggered switch is passing a low logic
input to the output that was previously low logic as well in figure 3.20. When the clock rises and
falls, the gate capacitor's displacement current will elevate the D_ node to 0.05 V or diminish it
to -0.05 V, while the D node remains at 0V. This small voltage across the correlated material is
far too small to trigger the correlated material's IMT, causing low logic to be continuously held
at the circuit's output.

[Figure 3.20 can be seen on the next page.]
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Figure 3.20: High Logic Input Correlated Material-Based Edge-Triggered Switch Passing Low Logic Input to Previously
Low Logic Output

Overall, the high logic and low logic input three terminal are designed properly and
working as desired. The high logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch passes
high logic to the output on the rising edge of a clock pulse, and the low logic input correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch passes low logic to the output on the rising edge of a clock
pulse. Now that they are functioning correctly on their own, they must be integrated together to
form a positive edge-triggered flip-flop that takes advantage of their attributes. New design
challenges will be introduced and the designs for each correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch previously talked about in this chapter will have to be slightly modified to fix these
problems. In doing so, a positive edge-triggered flip-flop will be created with roughly half the
circuitry compared to its traditional master-slave topology.
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Chapter 4
Flip-Flop Design

4.1 Proposed Flip-Flop Design
With the correlated material-based edge-triggered switches working correctly, they can
be combined to create the proposed flip-flop design. This is achieved by connecting the low
logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch's and the high logic input correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch's gates, drains, and sources together respectively. As a
result, the combined correlated material-based edge-triggered switches will be capable of passing
both high and low logic inputs to the output on the rising edge of a clock pulse. Then, this
combination will replace the first transmission gate (T1) in the "master" section of the traditional
flip-flop topology found in figure 3.1.
The "slave" section of the traditional flip-flop topology can be removed with the
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch combination in place because the latches no
longer need to be cascaded to create an edge-triggered effect, since correlated material-based
edge-triggered switches are naturally edge-triggered. Additionally, the transmission gate (T2)
will be removed and the pair of cross-coupled inverters will be used to drive the output node,
using their regenerative properties (this has already been integrated into the individual correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch designs from chapter 3). The schematic for this newly
proposed flip-flop design can be found in figure 4.1. This newly proposed flip-flop design
presented new design challenges that the individual correlated material-based edge-triggered
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switches did not have. Consequently, the component values had to be slightly modified to
ensure the new flip-flop's correct operation. These component and material parameter values can
be found in table 4.1 below as well. An alternate schematic of figure 4.1 with the output inverter
connected to the cross-coupled inverters node and its performance can be found in appendix A.

Figure 4.1: Proposed Flip-flop Schematic
Table 4.1: Values and Correlated Material Parameters for Proposed Flip-flop Design

Component Values

Correlated Material (CM) Parameters

Ramp Rate: 0.02 V/ps

CM Dimensions

ρi: 0.8 Ω-m

VcIMT: 1.05 V

Ramp Rate: 1 V over

LR: 20 nm

ρm: 8e-10 Ω-m

VcMIT: 0.01 V

WR: 40 nm

JcIMT: 6.3125e7 A/m²

Insulator Phase

50ps
R1: 1.8 kΩ
R2: 1.8 kΩ
C1: 1.5 fF
C2: 1.4 fF

Resistance: 10 MΩ
TR: 40 nm

JcMIT: 6.25e13 A/m²

Metallic Phase
Resistance: 0.01 Ω
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Overall, the major changes to the proposed flip-flop design compared to the individual
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch designs were that the resistances of R1 and R2
had to be increased from 1 kΩ to 1.8 kΩ and the capacitances of C1 and C2 have to be changed
from 0.5 fF and 3.5 fF to 1.5 fF and 1.4 fF respectively. These changes were necessary to ensure
the correct operation of the flip-flop because of the unintended consequences of connecting the
high and low logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switches together. When the
switches are connected together, the top portion of the circuit (low logic input correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch) will operate when the inverted input is low logic and the
drain is pre-charged to high logic, while the bottom of portion of the circuit (high logic input
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch) will be off. The bottom portion of the circuit
will work when the inverted input is high logic and the drain is pre-charged to low logic, while
the top portion of the circuit will be off. There are now inverters with finite resistances at the
drain and source nodes.
Although one correlated material-based edge-triggered switch is off when the other is
working, displacement current will still flow through the off correlated material-based edgetriggered switch to the node connected to its resistor because the resistor has a much lower
resistance compared to the correlated material's resistance in its insulator state. The current
flowing through the off correlated material-based edge-triggered switch to either the drain or
source will a create a small increase in voltage at the node because of the finite resistance from
the inverters present there. This is problematic because it will make it more difficult to trigger
the VcIMT across of the correlated material belonging to the correlated material-based edgetriggered switch that is supposed to work. An increase in voltage at the drain or source from the
off correlated material-based edge-triggered switch, means a higher increase in voltage at the
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correlated material's other node needs to be obtained by the correlated material-based edgetriggered switch that is supposed to be working. An increase in voltage at the other node is
needed to allow a voltage drop of 1.05 V to occur across the correlated material for it to
transition states. This is accomplished by increasing the working correlated material-based edgetriggered switch's capacitance to increase the displacement current, which will produce a higher
voltage drop across its respective correlated material.
The difficulty with this situation is whenever the correlated material-based edge-triggered
switches roles are reversed, where the previously working correlated material-based edgetriggered switch turns off and the previously off correlated material-based edge-triggered switch
begins working. The off correlated material-based edge-triggered switch with its increased
capacitance will now sabotage the working correlated material-based edge-triggered switch
because the larger displacement current from its larger capacitance will create a increase in
voltage at the drain or source that prevents the working correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch from attaining the VcIMT across its correlated material needed for it to transition to its
metallic state. Increasing the capacitance of the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch
that is now supposed to be working doesn't solve the problem either because it will sabotage the
other correlated material-based edge-triggered switch when they reverse roles again.
This self-sabotaging behavior is fixed by increasing the resistor resistances and bringing
both correlated material-based edge-triggered switches' gate capacitances as close to one another
as possible. Increasing the resistor resistances decreases the amount of current flowing through
the off correlated material-based edge-triggered switch to the drain or the source, decreasing the
increase in voltage at those nodes. The increase in resistor resistance also allows for slightly
more displacement current to flow through the correlated material in its insulator state, enabling
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a greater voltage drop to be achieved across the correlated material for the working correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch. In addition, by bringing the correlated material-based
edge-triggered switches' capacitances close to one another it prevents them from sabotaging each
other because they will both will produce nearly identical displacement currents when they are
working or are off, so they will not be capable of overpowering each other. This was ultimately
accomplished in the proposed flip-flop design by increasing the correlated material-based edgetriggered switch resistances to 1.8 kΩ and making the capacitances close to each other at 1.5 fF
and 1.4 fF. The only disadvantage to this approach is that it increases the flip-flop's RC time
constant, causing it to take longer for the output to change with respect to the rising clock edge.
With the proposed flip-flop fully designed, we verify its overall performance next.

4.2 Functionality Verification of Proposed Flip-Flop Design
The proposed flip-flop design combines the desired attributes of the high and low logic
correlated material-based edge-triggered switches from chapter 3. Figure 4.2 shows an input of
low logic applied to the proposed flip-flop when its previous output was high logic. The circuit's
source is high logic and its drain is low logic because the input into the flip-flop is inverted
before it reaches the source and the previous output is inverted from the drain. As a result, the
high logic correlated material-based edge-triggered switch (bottom portion of the flip-flop
circuit) will work to pass the input to the output. On the rising clock edge, the high logic
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch charges the drain node to high logic, which is
inverted back to low logic at the output. This process passes the low logic input to the flip-flop's
output on the rising clock edge as expected.
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Figure 4.2: Passing Low Logic Input to its Output that was Previously High Logic

A high logic input is applied to the proposed flip-flop that has a previous low logic output
in figure 4.3. The circuit's source is low logic and its drain is high logic because of the inverters
at the drain and source. Consequently, the low logic correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch (top portion of the flip-flop circuit) will work to pass the input to the output. The low
logic correlated material-based edge-triggered switch discharges the drain node to low logic on
the clock's rising edge. Then, the inverter at the drain inverts the signal to high logic at the
output, which means that the high logic input was passed to the flip-flop's output on the clock's
rising edge.

[Figure 4.3 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 4.3: Passing High Logic Input to its Output that was Previously Low Logic

In figure 4.4, low logic is input into the proposed flip-flop, which already has low logic
present at its output as well. Both correlated material-based edge-triggered switches are off
because the previous output and input are the same value. Consequently, the voltage at the
output remains the same and no transitions occur at the clock edges.

[Figure 4.4 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 4.4: Maintaining a Low Logic Output Given a Low Logic Input and Previously Low Logic Output

High logic is input into the proposed flip-flop that has high logic present from before at
its output is shown in figure 4.5. The input and output voltages are the same values, causing the
correlated material-based edge-triggered switches to be off. As a result, the clock pulse edges
have no effect on the flip-flop and the output constantly remains at high logic.

Figure 4.5: Maintaining a High Logic Output Given a High Logic Input and Previously High Logic Output
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With the four main input and previous output combinations working properly, the design
must be further investigated to see if it is possible to trigger it on the falling edge of a clock
pulse. The individual correlated material-based edge-triggered switch analyses have shown this
to be possible; however, their behavior has been slightly modified after being integrated into the
proposed flip-flop design. Figure 4.6 shows the proposed flip-flop being presented with low
logic input when it has a previous output of high logic at the clock pulse's rising edge. Shortly
after the drain node has charged to Vdd to pass the low logic input to the output on the rising
clock edge, the input is changed to high logic, which gives an inverted input of low logic.
A combination of a low logic at the source and high logic at the drain in the individual
correlated material-based edge-triggered switch analyses had triggered the high logic correlated
material-based edge-triggered switch on its falling edge. It can be seen in figure 4.6 though that
the high logic correlated material-based edge-triggered switch is not triggered on the falling edge
for this combination when it is integrated into the proposed flip-flop design. This occurs because
the addition of the inverters (and their finite resistances) to the source and drain nodes. These
additional finite resistances will create voltages at the drain and source nodes on the falling edge
of a clock pulse, making it more difficult for the correlated material's VcIMT to be achieved.
Additionally, less current naturally flows through the correlated material on the falling
clock edge compared to the rising clock edge because the gate capacitance draws the reverse
displacement current from the path of least resistance from the node that has the 1.8 kΩ resistor
connected to it on the clock's falling edge. On the other hand, the forward displacement current
on the clock's rising edge is force fed through the correlated material (even though the majority
of it still flows through the 1.8 kΩ resistor). Collectively, these two factors prevent the proposed
flip-flop from being triggered on the falling clock pulse edge.
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Figure 4.6: Flip-flop does not Pass High Logic Input to Previously Low Logic Output on Falling Clock Edge

A high logic input is being passed through the proposed flip-flop that had a previously
low logic output in figure 4.7. Again, the input is changed to low logic shortly after the clock's
rising edge, where the high logic input has been passed to the output. The inverted input at the
source would then be high logic and the drain node would be low logic, which would trigger the
low logic input correlated material-based edge-triggered switch on the clock's falling edge. In
this case, the low logic correlated material-based edge-triggered switch integrated into the
proposed flip-flop design is not triggered on the clock's falling edge for the same reasons
outlined in figure 4.6.

[Figure 4.7 can be found on the next page.]
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Figure 4.7: Flip-flop does not Pass Low Logic Input to Previously High Logic Output on Falling Clock Edge

4.3 Baseline Measurements for Proposed Flip-Flop Design
The proposed flip-flop design consists of twelve transistors, while the standard flip-flop
configuration possesses twenty-two transistors. As a result, it is expected that proposed flipflop’s layout will be smaller because it requires ten less transistors than the standard flip-flop to
perform the same task. In order for a basic layout to be made, the proposed flip-flop's resistances
and capacitances must be scaled to smaller values that are more practical for a small layout
space. This can be achieved by rigorous device-circuit design, which is beyond the scope of this
work.
Next, the minimum setup time and CLK to Q delay measurements were compared
between the standard flip-flop and proposed flip-flop. The CLK to Q delay measurements were
taken at times before the rising clock edge that were twenty-five percent greater than the
minimum setup times. The results can be seen in table 4.2 below and show that the standard flip-
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flop configuration has a better minimum setup time and CLK to Q delay compared to the
proposed flip-flop. This occurs because the large resistance and capacitance value that are
needed for the proposed flip-flop to function properly cause the device to have a large RC time
constant. This large RC time constant causes it to take longer for the proposed flip-flop's nodes
to fully charge and discharge. Consequently, data must be held at the proposed flip-flop's inputs
longer compared to the standard flip-flop, and it will take the proposed flip-flop longer for its
input to propagate to its output on the rising edge of a clock as well. These results show the
further need for the proposed flip-flop's capacitances and resistances to be scaled down to reduce
the circuit's RC time constant and make the device faster in the process.
Overall, the main advantage of the proposed flip-flop design is its reduced area compared
to the standard flip-flop design.

This work has shown that the proposed flip-flop design

functions in principle. Further optimization is required for it to become competitive with the
standard flip-flop performance.
Table 4.2: Comparison of Setup Time and CLK to Q Delay between Standard and Proposed Flip-Flop Configurations

Type of Flip-Flop

Rising or Falling D

Minimum Setup Time

CLK to Q Delay

Standard Flip-Flop

Rising D

0.03 ns

42.8 ps

Standard Flip-Flop

Falling D

0.04 ns

42.6 ps

Proposed Flip-Flop

Rising D

0.17 ns

508 ps

Proposed Flip-Flop

Falling D

0.15 ns

681 ps
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

5.1 Significance of Results
Collectively, the relationships associated with each correlated material parameter, the
creation of functioning correlated material-based edge-triggered switch configurations, and the
design and development of a proposed flip-flop using these correlated material-based edgetriggered switches have been discussed. First, an understanding of the relationships between
gain in Ion, hysteresis, and each material parameter (ρi, ρm, JcIMT, and JcMIT) is important because
it enables more informed decisions to be made about the choice of correlated materials for circuit
applications. Consequently, the correlated material's gain in Ion and hysteresis can be balanced
with the proper choice of material parameters.
Second, correlated material is the key ingredient used to create the correlated materialbased edge-triggered switch. This device is naturally triggered by the rising edge of a clock
pulse to read an input at its source and pass it to its output. Additionally, correlated materialbased edge-triggered switch properties were explored for the circuit’s ramp rate, gate
capacitance, and resistor resistance. There are no negative consequences if the ramp rate is too
high; however, a low ramp rate will prevent the correlated material from transitioning states. A
high gate capacitance will cause correlated material oscillations at a falling clock edge, while a
low gate capacitance will prevent the correlated material from changing states. A high resistor
resistance will increase the circuit’s RC time constant and potentially prevent the correlated
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material from transitioning states, and a low resistor resistance will cause the correlated material
to instantaneously transition to its metallic state. The correlated material-based edge-triggered
switch exists in both high logic input and low logic input configurations. Together, these
configurations can be combined to create a device that is capable of performance that is similar
to a flip-flop.
When the correlated material-based edge-triggered switch configurations are combined
and fully integrated into the proposed flip-flop design, a new flip-flop is created that is naturally
edge-triggered, instead of using level sensitive latches to create an edge-triggered effect by
cascading them. This allows the proposed flip-flop design to be considerably smaller in area
than the standard flip-flop topology by eliminating the slave part of the master-slave
configuration. A working model of the proposed flip-flop has been created in HSPICE, showing
the functionality and the device/circuit design space.

5.2 Future Work
This work shows promise with regard to hyperfets and correlated material enhanced flipflops. The design insights for hyperfets developed in this work will enable future research on the
suitable correlated materials for the implementation of hyperfets. The correlated material
enhanced flip-flop shows promising results and therefore, more detailed analyses need to be
performed to fully understand the benefits and trade-offs. A hold time analysis is needed for the
proposed flip-flop design and compared to the traditional flip-flop's hold time. Additionally, the
capacitors and resistors present in the proposed flip-flop design will need to be scaled down to
sizes that are suitable for a small layout and to optimize the device's performance in terms of
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speed. These capacitors and resistors will eventually need to be replaced with transistors, which
need to be sized to achieve the correct resistance and capacitance values. Finally, the remainder
of the transistors in the proposed flip-flop design will be properly sized to enable the device to
perform optimally.
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Appendix A
Additional Plots
Appendix A consists of three main sections: HSPICE sweep limit plots, double parameter
sweeps, and the alternative form of the proposed flip-flop design. These sections are meant to
supplement the material found in previous chapters. They are presented in the same order that
they are listed above.
The following ID versus VGS plots show the way that the sweep restrictions were
determined for each correlated material parameter to prevent the three issues discussed in
chapter 2. The figure below depicts the ID versus VGS plot for the maximum ρi value of 2.835
ohms-m.
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The figure below depicts the ID versus VGS plot for the minimum ρi value of 0.78 ohms-m.

The figure below shows the ID versus VGS plot for the maximum ρm value of 1.536e-2 ohms-m.
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The figure below shows the ID versus VGS plot for the minimum ρm value of 8.6e-14 ohms-m.

The figure below shows the ID versus VGS plot for the maximum JcIMT value of 1.43e7 A/m².
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The figure below shows the ID versus VGS plot for the minimum JcIMT value of 4.316e6 A/m².

The figure below shows the ID versus VGS plot for the maximum JcMIT value of 1.76e8 A/m².
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The figure on the next page shows the ID versus VGS plot for the minimum JcMIT value of 3.12e7
A/m².

After the correlated material parameter sweep limits were implemented in HSPICE, it
was possible to start exploring the relationships between each material parameter, gain, and
hysteresis. As a supplement to the one dimensional materials parameter sweeps performed in
chapter 2, double material parameter sweeps were performed to explore the way that changes in
pairs of material parameters affected gain in a different visual manner. In this case, double
parameter sweep plots were only done for ρi and both JcMIT and JcIMT for simplicity, since the ρm
combinations would yield similar results. The following plots were created by simulating a
hyperfet in HSPICE as its correlated material's ρi and critical current density were both swept
simultaneously.
For each set of parameter values during the sweep, HSPICE measured the hyperfet's on
and OFF currents. MATLAB then used the HSPICE data to find the gain of the hyperfet over
the sweep ranges and plotted it against each parameter being swept. These plots can be seen the
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next page below. It is important to keep in mind that the gain in the plots below is defined as the
hyperfet's Ion/Ioff ratio normalized to the Ion/Ioff ratio of a standard transistor as a way to see which
material parameter combinations make hyperfets more effective than standard transistors.
For the gain versus ρi versus JcMIT plot (the plot on the page below), the gain increases as
ρi increase (colors become warmer from left to right), while the gain remains constant for any
changes in JcMIT (colors remain the same from top to bottom). In the gain versus ρi versus JcIMT
plot (plot on next page) shows a similar relationship to that described previously with the other
plot. The gain again increases as ρi increases, while the gain remains constant for any changes in
JcIMT. These trends have been reaffirmed and explained in greater detail in the one dimensional
sweep section for gain of chapter 2.
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The remaining figures in appendix A depict the proposed flip-flop from chapter 4 with
the output inverter placed at the cross-coupled inverters node instead of at the drain, along with
the verification of the device's performance. It behaves similarly to the flip-flop design in
chapter 4 but it inverts the input when it passes it to the output. The schematic below shows the
proposed flip-flop design with the output inverter placed at the circuit's cross-coupled inverter
node.
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The figure below shows the performance for the proposed flip-flop with its output inverter at the
cross-coupled inverters node for a low logic input with the previous output being low logic.

The figure below shows the performance for the proposed flip-flop with its output inverter at the
cross-coupled inverters node for a high logic input with the previous output being high logic.
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The figure below shows the performance for the proposed flip-flop with its output inverter at the
cross-coupled inverters node for a high logic input with the previous output being low logic.

The figure below shows the performance for the proposed flip-flop with its output inverter at the
cross-coupled inverters node for a low logic input with the previous output being high logic.
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Appendix B
Code Snippets
The following figures in appendix B are the HSPICE codes used to obtain the results discussed
in chapters 2 through 4. The code snippet below shows the HSPICE used to obtain the material
space exploration plots in chapter 2, which were used to derive the relationships between gain in
Ion, hysteresis, and each correlated material parameter.
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The code snippet below shows the HSPICE code for the standard flip-flop design that was used
to introduce standard flip-flop performance at the beginning of chapter 3 and to compare the
standard flip-flop's performance against the proposed flip-flop's performance in chapter 4.
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The code snippet below shows the HSPICE code for the low logic input correlated materialbased edge-triggered switch.
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The code snippet below shows the HSPICE code for the high logic input correlated materialbased edge-triggered switch.
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The code snippet below shows the HSPICE code for the proposed flip-flop design.
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